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	High Dynamic Range Image Reconstruction (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Graphics), 9781598295627 (1598295624), Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
High dynamic range imaging (HDRI) is an emerging field that has the potential to cause a great scientific and technological impact in the near future. Although new, this field is large and complex, with non-trivial relations to many different areas, such as image synthesis, computer vision, video and image processing, digital photography, special effects among others. For the above reasons,HDRI has been extensively researched over the past years and, consequently, the related scientific literature is vast. As an indication that the field is reaching maturity, tutorials and books on HDRI appeared. Moreover, this new resource has already reached interested practitioners in various application areas. In this book, we do not aim at covering the whole field of high dynamic range imaging and its applications, since it is a broad subject that is still evolving. Instead, our intent is to cover the basic principles behind HDRI and focus on one of the currently most important problems, both theoretically and practically. That is, the reconstruction of high dynamic range images from regular low dynamic range pictures. Table of Contents: Introduction / Digital Image / Imaging Devices and Calibration / HDR Reconstruction / HDRI Acquisition and Visualization / Tone Enhancement / References / Biography
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Windows For Tablets For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2013

	Just for you--Windows 8 from the tablet user's perspective


	If you're an experienced Windows user, you don't need a guide to everything that Windows 8 can do, just to those tools and functions that work on your tablet. And so here it is. This new book zeros in on what you need to know to work best on your tablet...


		

Introducing AutoCAD Civil 3D 2009Sybex, 2008
Dig Into the future of Civil Engineering
    This hands-on reference and tutorial from two Civil 3D and engineering experts is your gateway to immediate productivity with the leading civil engineering software. The authors' in-depth explanations will have you quickly up to speed on the basics, give you a thorough grounding in...


		

Scientific Data Analysis using Jython Scripting and Java (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2010

	Over the course of the past twenty years I have learned many things relevant to
	this book while working in high-energy physics. As everyone in this field in the
	yearly to mid-90s, I was analyzing experimental data collected by particle colliders
	using the FORTRAN programming language. Then, gradually, I moved to C++
	coding following...





	

Developing ASP ComponentsO'Reilly, 1999

	
		The popularity of Microsoft's Active Server Pages (ASP) technology is growing rapidly. Part of the reason is ASP's flexibility: the output of ASP scripts is most commonly HTML, which is included in the text stream returned to the client, making it a convenient way of creating browser-independent web content. But an additional...



		

Remote Sensing Image Analysis: Including the Spatial Domain (Remote Sensing and Digital Image Processing)Springer, 2007
Remote Sensing image analysis is mostly done using only spectral information on a pixel by pixel basis. Information captured in neighbouring cells, or information about patterns surrounding the pixel of interest often provides useful supplementary information. This book presents a wide range of innovative and advanced image processing methods for...

		

Bethesda Handbook of Clinical OncologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		Written by clinicians from the National Cancer Institute and other leading institutions, this comprehensive, clear, concise oncology handbook is designed specifically for quick bedside consultation. It covers all malignancies and offers busy clinicians practical guidelines on daily patient management. The user-friendly format...
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